
Interpreting observed local steller velocities
COLIN ROURKE

There are striking observations relating to the velocity distribution of stars which
are near enough to us for proper motions to be established. This note interprets
these observations in terms of the outward stellar flow along the spiral arm of our
galaxy in which we lie and gives natural explanations for their salient features.
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Introduction

This note is part of a program whose aim is to establish a new paradigm for the universe.
In this paradigm the universe is long-lived (several orders of magnitude greater than
the current estimate for its age) and homogeneous in the large (in both space and time).
Other papers in the program (of which several are joint work with Robert MacKay) are
concerned with the structure of galaxies [7], redshift [4, 3], observations of very distant
galaxies [6] and the CMB [5].

The main hypothesis is that the centre of a normal galaxy contains a hypermassive black
hole1 of mass around 1015 solar masses. The centre generates the spiral arms by a
process whereby matter is ejected from the centre and condenses into solar systems.
This implies that stars in the arms are moving outwards along the arms and it is this
movement that maintains the shape of the arms and the long-term appearance of the
galaxy. There have been extensive and detailed observations of the motions of stars
near the sun and the purpose of this note is to explain the remarkable features of these
observations in terms of this new paradigm, where they have natural explanations.

The observations

I shall refer to the excellent treatment in Binney and Merrifield [1, Section 10.3]. The
first and most important point that must be understood is that the observations are all

1The conventional terminology “black hole” for a hypermassive object is unfortunate as it is
already clear that such objects are anything but black. However it is well established and I shall
continue to use it.

http://www.ams.org/mathscinet/search/mscdoc.html?code=85A05, 85A15,(85A40, 83F05, 83C57)
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relative to the sun. There is no way of determining absolute motion (eg with respect to
the centre of the galaxy) from these observations. If we choose a model for galactic
motion (eg the current conventional model of roughly circular motion in the plane of
the galaxy) then absolute motion can be deduced, but other models give other results.

The coordinate system used to express observations is (x, y, z) where x points from the
sun to the centre of the galaxy, y is perpendicular to x in the plane of the galaxy and
points roughly in the direction that the sun is moving and z is perpendicular to both and
points to the galactic north pole. By convention, velocities in these three directions are
denoted U,V,W respectively.

The salient features of the observations are:

(1) The sun is moving with velocity (U,V,W) ≈ (10, 5, 7)km/sec with respect to
the average velocity of nearby stars.

This velocity is well within the observed variations for stellar velocities for all types of
stars in our neighbourhood and therefore this observation is completely unremarkable,
unlike the remaining ones. Note that this does not imply that the sun is moving towards
the centre (U > 0) but merely that its velocity measured with respect to the average
velocity for nearby stars has a component towards the centre. In the new paradigm
stars are moving around the galaxy at the usual tangential velocity of about 200km/sec
and also outwards at perhaps 40km/sec, so the sun is also moving outwards at perhaps
30km/sec.

The remaining observations concern the statistics of the observed velocities for subsets
of stars of a given stellar type. The main variable considered is colour “B–V” which for
Main Sequence stars is largely determined by age. The reddest observations are ignored
to improve the correlation with age, see the comments at the top of page 630 of [1].

(2) The average velocity of Main Sequence stars in our neighbourhood decreases
monotonically with respect to age.

(3) The variation in velocities (measured for example as the square of the standard
deviation of the velocities from the mean velocity) increases monotonically with
respect to age.

For details here see [1, Figures 10.10, 10.12].

These observations are very remarkable. At first sight there is no reason at all to expect
any dynamic properties of stars in the galaxy to depend systematically on age. The two
observations can be combined to give a linear relation between velocity and variation,
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which is called asymmetric drift: for all types of stars, velocity decreases linearly with
respect to squared variation in velocity [1, Figure 10.11, page 628].

Now consider the varation in velocity as a function of direction. To first approximation
we can model squared standard deviation as a quadratic form. This is the so-called
velocity ellipsoid [1, Box 10.2]. The distance of the ellipsoid surface from the origin
in a given direction gives the standard deviation for velocities in that direction. The
principal axes of this ellipsoid give intrinsic directions related to the velocity variation.
As expected from symmetry considerations, for all types of stars one of the principal
axes is parallel to the z–axis (ie towards the galactic north pole) and this is the shortest
principal axis. The other two lie in the galactic plane. For the current model of galactic
motion in which stars are supposed to move in roughly circular orbits, the x–axis should
be a line of symmetry. The final, and most remarkable of these observations is that this
is not the case. The major axis of the velocity ellipsoid lies in the galactic plane and
points, not towards the galactic centre, but makes an non-zero angle with the x–axis on
the side of the positive y–axis of between 10 and 30 degrees approximately. This non
zero angle is called vertex deviation.

(4) Vertex deviation decreases with stellar age.

The explanations: Velocity variation increases with age

I need to quickly summarise the main argument of [7]. I have already mentioned that the
centre of the galaxy contains a hypermassive black hole. In common with hypermassive
centres of quasars and so-called active galaxies2, this black hole accretes a massive
amount of matter mostly forming a rotating belt around the equator. Energy is fed into
this belt by accretion and by the action of tidal forces from the central black hole. It
becomes unstable and explodes outwards. These explosions of matter feed the roots of
the spiral arms of the galaxy. For a fuller description see [7, Section 4]. The spiral arms
start out as gas, small particles and plasma but, as they move away from the centre,
stellar systems form by condensation. This happens over a long period as the arm moves
away from the centre and can be clearly seen happening in many images of galaxies.

At birth, a star’s velocity will be much the same as the average velocity of the gas
stream, but once born it is subject to various gravitational forces of a random character
from nearby stars and groups of stars and its velocity tends to vary from average in
a statistical sense. Thus the older a star is, the longer time it has to aquire random
variations and the more variation you would expect. This is observation (3).

2All galaxies are active in the new paradigm.
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Asymmetric drift

Variations in velocity are mostly due to interactions between nearby stars and groups of
stars. Therefore they conserve kinetic energy. When uniform velocities vary randomly
from a common average preserving kinetic energy then average velocity decreases
with the average decrease proportional to the average squared deviation. This explains
asymmetric drift and observation (2) follows from observation (3). This is a well-known
phenomenon and proved in for example [2, Section 4.2.1]. We give an elementary proof
in order to derive the dependence on average velocity explicitly.

Assume for simplicity that we have a group of N stars of equal mass all travelling with
the same velocity vector v subject to small random changes preserving kinetic energy.
Let the new volocity of the i–th star be v + ei then conservation of kinetic energy gives:∑

i

||v + ei||2 =
∑

i

||v||2

which implies ∑
i

2v.ei = −
∑

i

||ei||2

divide both sides by 2Nv where v = ||v|| and the left hand side becomes the average
increase in velocity in the v direction (negative and therefore a decrease) and the right
hand side is −1/(2v) times the average squared variation. We shall see shortly that, after
correcting for the relativistic effect of inertial drag (replacing v by vinert see Figure 1),
the principal source of velocity variation is roughly in the v direction and therefore the
major change of velocity is roughly parallel to v and we deduce that average velocity
decrease is proportional to average squared variation with the constant of proportionality
being 1/(2v).

Comparing this with [1, Equation 10.12] we read 2v = 80km/sec and hence v =

40km/sec approximately. This is not the observed velocity for the sun against distant
objects which, in common with all observed rotation curves, is approximately 200km/sec.
To explain this discrepancy, which is caused by relativistic effects, I need to refer to [7,
Section 2] where full details can be found. The principal relativistic effect operating
on stellar motion in a galaxy is inertial drag. The massive centre drags the inertial
frame with it and this effect drops off like 1/r . It is this which is responsible for the
classic rotation curve of a galaxy which roughly comprises two straight lines: a line
through the origin (the region of plate-like rotation) and then a horizontal line (constant
tangential velocity) which stretches an arbitrary distance out from the galaxy. This
rotation curve is the product of inertial drag falling away and conservation of angular
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momentum working in tandem. We can write a velocity vector as the sum:

v = vrot + vinert

where vrot is the velocity due to rotation of the local inertial frame and vinert is the
velocity measured in the local inertial frame. Now the conservation of energy applies
only to vinert and it is twice the size of this velocity which is the inverse of the constant
of proportionality. Tangential velocity settles at about 200km/sec after the initial straight
rise, but all of this is rotational to begin with. Moving outwards the inertial part of
tangential velocity grows asymptotically to a maximum of half the total. Radial velocity
is all inertial but decreases outwards as you would expect. The nett effect is that an
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Figure 1: The velocities near a star
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inertial volocity on average of size roughly 40km/sec is consistent with this theory and
with the observations.

Vertex deviation

To understand vertex deviation it is necessary to think carefully about the geometry that
produces the classic spiral structure.

A galaxy is just like a Catherine wheel with rotation in the direction opposite to the
spiral arms (ie the arms flow out behind) see Figure 1. Now a star moves tangentially
with the rotating galaxy and also outwards along the arm in which it lies. The nett effect
is a spiral in the opposite direction as illustrated.

Now the main source of random variations in stellar velocities is from the fact that the
arms, created as they are by a series of explosions in the belt, are not uniform. Hence
the component of velocity along the arm is subject to the major variation. But this is
in a direction towards the centre in the plate-like region (everything rotates together)
and then turns away in a direction towards the direction of rotation as illustrated in
Figure 1. Thus the major variation in not towards the centre (along the x–axis) but has
a component along the y–axis which is precisely the observed vertex deviation. But the
younger a star is, the greater will be the proportion of its life spent in the region outside
the region of plate-like rotation (where the major deviation is towards the centre) and
the greater will be the vertex deviation. This is observation (4).
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